T he ultimate intent of all assistive technology is to allow persons with disabilities to perform on an equal basis with persons without disabilities, This goal applies to all assistive technology, whether applied to allow persons to dress and groom independently or ro perform job-related tasks. The unfonunate reality is that, although current technology does make many tasks possible for persons with disabilities, it does not allow their performance on an equal basis, One example of the remaining inequality is found in systems that provide alternative access to computers. Such systems allow computer access by persons with severe physical disabilities, but generally at input rates that are markedly below those of the typist without disabilities, To provide equal access [0 writing and communication systems, therapists must find some means to incr<.:as<.: the efficiency of text input, One approach to improving input efficiency is the use of [uord prediction software
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In concept, word prediction software is fairly simple, The word prediction program operates between the user's kevboard and any productivity program (e.g" Microsoft Word, ExceL WordPerfect). The \vord prediction program monitors the keys that the usn types and attempts to match the characters following the most recent space with the beginning letters of words stored in an internal dictionary or word list. When the word prediction program finds likely words, it displays the matches to the user. If the word that the user is attempting to type is on that list, the user may select it from the list, and the computer completes the word. The user then begins to type the next word, and the process repeats.
Because most people use relatively few words to express most of their ideas, such software can be effective, Although the recognition vocabulary of the typical high school student may be in excess of 60,000 words (Miller, 1991) , most students use fewer than that number to express their ideas Elementary school spelling lists are derived from a list of 500 words said to represent 86% of the vocabulary of school-age children. Within a single environment, the vocabulary needs of a person seldom exceed 2,000 words.
Tvpical word prediction software provides an internal dictionary of 4,000 to 6,000 words Depending on the ordering used to cJisplay the words, the user will require from 2 to 4 characters to select any word. Given the typical word length of approximately 6 characters (the average word length for this article is 6.22 letters), word prediction software offers a theoretical reduction in keystrokes of 50%. In theory, thiS reduCtion in keystrokes should couelate with an increase in speed of input, provided that the word prediction software is able to enter worcls faster than the typiSt. In practice, the limited acceptance of word prediction software b)! users without disahilities suggests that the advantage is nOt as great as expected.
The rehabilitation literature offel-s little evidence to document the advantages or limitations of \vorcl pn:diction software. MEDLINE lists on Iv t\.\"() articles describing input enhancement software. One stuclv (Smith et aI., 1989) compared the mechanical effkiencv of a pointing input system that incorporated word prediction with the efficiency of no writing system For persons with severe physical disabilities. This study demonstrated that writing speed is hetter with the combination of long-range optical pointer and word [Jrediction software than with no writing system. It did not, however, separate the effect of word prediction from the effect of the pointing input system. Another article (Angelo, 1988) described the features of an abbreviation-expansion program without exrloring its clinical application. Although these articles documented the interest in keyboard enhancement, they do not suPpOrt an expected increase in sreed of text input. In this studv, combining the demonstrated gains in mechanical eFficiency through reduced keystrokes with the observed poor acceptance of word prediction by the mass-market computer user, I explored the relationship of word prediction to typing speed.
Method
This study used a single-subjeCt, ABC design to test word prediction with two types of computer input: conventional keyboard input and on-screen keyboard input.
Subjects
The 18 subjects for this study were recruited byadvertisements posted in the University of Washington Health Sciences Center. All subjects were between the ages of 18 and 55 years, with vision adequate to usc a standard computer monitor. Ten subjects (8 women and 2 men) were assigned to the touch-typing group; eight subjects (6 women and 2 men) were assigned to the on-screen keyboard group. All 18 subjects had prior experience using keyboards. No prior typing or com[Juter use was required for participation in this study; however, subjects could nor have had significant experience with word prediction software.
Equipmen/
For the conventional keyboard input sessions, the stud" used an IBM PS/2 Model 70 computer l with the standard IBM keyboard, MicrosoFt Word 5.5,2 and Handi\\ford r" word prediction software.·' The display screen was an IBM 8513 VGA monitor," mounted on top of the computer's central processing unit (CPU).
The on-screen keyboard sessions used an AppJe Ma-'Manufanured h)' [nlemalionaIBusincss.\lachinesCorpor;lIion.Armonk, Ne"· York 10';O~.
2,vlanufactureel b~' J"linusofl Corpor;lIion. One ,\·Iinosofl \X·aL RC'l!-monel, W~shinglon 980';2-6399.
cimosh '" SE/30 computer,S the conventional m()u~e as a pointing device, anu Microsoft Word 4.0 word processing soFtware 6 The di~plav screen For these sessions was the standard 9-in. Macintosh'" screen. For those trials Without word prediction, subjecrs typed text using the ScreenKel'sH' on-screen keyboard.-When word prediction was used For input, the on-screen keyboard was changed to WordWritcr r.",'" which incorporates word prediction. The twO on-screen keyboal-ds were adjusted to occupy the same portion of the screen, ·:llthough this resulted in slightly smaller key sizes on the WordWriter'" keyboard.
For the conventional keyboard input sessions, the HandiWord ' " package counted the number of words selected in the second and third trials. This word count was not available for the Macintosh on-screen keyboard.
Procedure
Of the three primary styles of typing (typing from copy, typing from dictation, and free composition), only typing from COP)' would be immediately understood by the subjects and could he standardized. Free compOSition, by its nature, is not easily standardized. Typing from dictation would add to the study the use of a dictation machine, another variable that would be difficult to control. Because of these Factors, this study focused on typing from copy, which, except for transcriptionists, may be the most common form of typing. Testing for each subject was completed in a single session ranging from 30 to 60 min, depending on the typing speed of the subject. At the beginning of each ses~ion, the subject was asked to review a consent form that described the intent of the study, the test procedure, and the possible risks of the study. The subject was given the opportunity to resolve any questions about test procedure before testing began.
The typing text for all sessions was taken from the Gettysburg Address. For the conventional keyboard sessions, subjects typed the entire address. For the onscreen typing session, subjects typed only the first 118 words of the address, to control for fatigue efFects. The [-educed text resulted in overall tyring times that were similar to those of the conventional keyboard subjects, and compensated for the generally slower typing rate of on-screen keyboards. In all sessions, the text was provided in the plane of the computer monitor, mounted on a copy stand to the left of the computer screen.
.OManuEIClureci lw MicruSI'SlelllS Software, Inc., 600 WorceSler Road, fraillinghanl, Ma.ssachllsells 01701. The session consisted of three typing phases. In the A phase, the subject was instructed to type the stimulus text "as you normally would." In response to queries about correcting misspellings, the instruction to type "as you normally would" was repeated. The subject was timed from the signal to hegin until the keystroke of the final period of the text. When the subject had finished typing, he or she was given an opportunity to rest.
At the beginning of the 8 phase, the subject was introduced to the word prediction features of the software. A special vocabulary had been prepared for the word prediction packages that contained just the words of the Gettysburg Address, so the subject was nor confronted with extraneous words. The subject W8S instructed to use word prediction "as much as possible" to find all the words he or she could using the word-prediction p8ckage 8nd to select them from the prediction list. Again, timing beg8n with the signal to begin tvring 8nd ended with the keystroke at the final period of the texr.
For the C phase, the subject was inst['ucted to use the word-prediction Jist selectively, "whenever you think it will speed up your typing." When the subject thought that typing a word would be faster than selecting it from the prediction list, he or she was free to do thar. Timing \V8S as in the first twO phases.
At the end of the session, the subject was asked wh ich features of word prediction were helpful and which were difficult to use. This procedure \\as intended to offer maximum advantage to word-prediction suftw3lT 3nd to simulate the effeer of familiarity un typing speed. In discussions of word-prediction efficacy, it is often argued th8t speed impmves with practice. Testing the most JikeJ\' mode of word prediction use (seleering words on'" when it will improve speed) last gave each subject equivalenr prior experience, Because all subjects were novice users of word predierion, this appmach indicates the results that might be obtained by experienced users in a less uptimized environment.
To conrrol for possible learning effeers, each subjeer was tested on only one varietv of inrut aIIII word prelliction. Subjects who usecl the conventional kevhoard input were not also tested un the on-screen keyboard inpur.
Results

Conventional Ke)'board Inpu!
The typing skills of the 10 subjeers using con\'entional keybo8rd input varied considerabJv. Average tvping speed was 49.55 words per minute, with a minimum speed of 24 .14 worcls per minute and;] maximum of 72. J 1 words per minute. As might be expeCted, when subjects were asked to usc word predierion for all words of the text, their typing speed drupped marked'" to an average of 13.95 words per minute. However, when .subjects were asked to use word rrelliction only when it would .speecl up input, typing speed recovered.
In 3 cases, the tvring speed with seleCtive worcllJi"e, /lie Americtll1.!nu1'IlCI( of OCCII!itlliOlla! Tbertlp'\" diction was as fast as or faster than typing speed with no word prediction. The number of times word prediction was used by these subjects for the 268-word passage was ofor Subject 4, 1 for Subject 8, and 4 for Subject 10 (see Table 1 ). For the remaining 7 subjects, typing speed decreased. When instructed to use word prediction only when it would increase typing speed, these subjects' speed decreased in proportion to the number of words selected! (r l = .744,p = ,003) When asked what feature of word prediction most affected tYring speed, 8 of the 10 subjects stated that having to look away from the text being tvpeel causeu them to lose their place.
On-Screen Kevbom-ds
The results for the on-.screen keybo8rd group \V'ere different from those of the conventional kevboard group. Novice users of on,screen keyboards found them much slower than touch t\'ping. When typing with no word prediction. the mean t\'ping speed for the 8 subjects was 8.7 words per minute. When t\'ping with word prediction, and instruered to use the word prediCtion as often as possible. t"ping speed increased in each subject. The mean tvping speeel was 9.4 words per minute, When instructed to use word predierion selectively, 7 subjects increased their tvping sreed even further and 1 subjeCt decreased slightl\'. Overall, the mean typing speed increased to 112 words per minute (see Table 2 ).
Discussion
The results of this study must be considered in light of its limit3tions as a singJe-subjeu design with a relativelv small number of subjecr.s. As such, some care must be taken when generalizing the results to the general population. The present studv examined onlv the copving of text into a computer. Future stullies should explore the effect of \\'ore! prediction fm tvping from dictation tapes and on free composition.
An unst~Hecl assumption of word prediCtion is that, for slo\\' typi.sts. \\ord prediction will increase typing speed, hut th;]t this improvement disappears as typing No/e. "'pm = words per minllle speed increases. It has been suggested in rresentations on word rrediction that the critical typing speed above which word prediction fails to produce gains is between 15 and 20 words per minute. The results of this study did not support this assumption. For touch typists working from hard copy, word prediction software offers no sreed advantage regardless of tyring rate. It does offer a savings of keystrokes, with an associated savings in energy expenditure. However, this advantage, for the touch tYrist, is at the cost of typing speed. Many discussions of the effcct of word rrediction have focused on the relative time used in scanning the word prediction list versus the time spent typing a word. These discussions have ovcrlooked the effect of looking away from copy. In this study, the touch typists reroned that looking away from the source copy to scan the word selections caused them to lose their place. The time reqUired to locate their rlace in the stimulus text more than outweighed the saVings in typing time that word prediction might offer. The rclationshir between the number of words selected and the decrease in speed suggests a fairlv constant delay per word selected.
This effect was borne out in the results of the onscreen keyboard tests. Using an on-screcn keyboard requires the typist to look away from the text to use the keyboard. Although this input method continues [0 require the user to scan the word-rrediction list, this requirement is separated from the need to look away from the text. Under these conditions, using word rrediction for all words of the text, hence scanning for each word, increased input rates over no word prediction. The speed gained by automatic typing was greater than the time taken to scan the word prediction lists. For conditions for which the typist was free to select only those words where an increase in sreed was exrected, thus reducing the effect of scanning for words, the improvemellt was even greater. Under this mode, the need to look awav fmm the screen remained constant, and only the scanning time changed between rhases Band C.
The most pronounced effect of word prediction for touch typists was the need to look away from the source copy. This result mav be differellt when word prediction 1042 software is used for novice typists, who look at the keyboard to find keys. However, the result also suggests that input methods that fmce the user to look away from source copy mav intrinsically reduce typing speed. This is consistent with the insistence in introductory typing classes that students not look at the keyboard when typing.
On [he other hand, when a typist must look away from the text to type, the sreed enhancement of word prediction becomes evident. Although the current study explored [he effect of word rreJiction only on direct word seleCtion methods, the results may generalize to other on-screen methods (e.g., scanning input). For other input methods that do not reljuire the user to look away from the text (e.g., Morse code), word rrediction may also reduce typing speeds.
Conclusion
The results of this study, which focused on the effects of word prediction on typing speed when working from rrinred text, should not be generalized to tyring from dictation tapes or free composition. Because neither of these alternative tyring styles involves visually tracking a source document, the typist would not have to look away from the source. However, for students and for many workers, a large fraction oftyring will be done from rrinted dl·afts. For this kind of typing, the study results suggest guidel ines for the use of worcl prediction software.
Where the primary goal of enhancement software is to reduce the rhysical effort of typing, and where the effort of using the keyboard is a major component of the fatigue of typing, then worcl prediction is indicated, provided that speed is not an overwhelming issue.
When the user is able to type without looking away from the draft text, it is unlikely that word rrediction software will enhance typing sreed. For tOuch typists working from draft text, the use of word prediction slows down tyrists in proportion to the frequency of use of the prediction list. If the cause of this slowing is that reported by the subjects in this study (the effort to find their rlace after scanning the rrediction list), then the results should generalize to other encoded input modes. However, when the user must look away from the stimulus text to type, as with on-screen keyboards and scanning arrays, word rrediction software offers a great sreed enhancement, and ought to be provided to the user who is able to use it. A
